Childhood obesity in Europe: a growing concern
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Abstract
Estimation of the prevalence and secular trends in paediatric obesity in Europe is impeded by methodological problems in the definition of obesity and the paucity of data sets that mirror the demographic, cultural and socioeconomic composition of the European population. The available prevalence data show that paediatric obesity is increasing throughout Europe but the patterns vary with time, age, sex and geographical region. The highest rates of obesity are observed in eastern and southern European countries. Even within countries there may be marked variability in the rates of obesity. It is unclear whether these trends are a simple consequence of an overall increase in fatness in Europe or whether there may be sub-groups of children who, at certain ages, are either particularly susceptible to environmental challenges or are selectively exposed to such challenges. In addition to the general increase in adiposity in European youth, there is also evidence of an increasing degree of obesity, particularly in older children and adolescents. No definite conclusions can be made about the respective contribution of energy intake and physical activity to the increasing prevalence of obesity. Changing demographic and social circumstances are linked to childhood obesity but it is highly unlikely that these interact in similar ways in the genesis of obesity in different individuals and population groups. In conclusion, the limited understanding of the variability in susceptibility to obesity in European youth provides powerful justification for the development of preventive strategies which are population based rather than selectively targeted at high-risk children.

Introduction
Until recently, paediatric obesity was not recognised as a public health problem in Europe. Obesity in children was uncommon, and, moreover, there was no compelling evidence that childhood obesity tracked into adulthood or had implications for long-term health and longevity. Childhood obesity, particularly during the second decade of life, is now acknowledged to be an increasingly strong predictor of adult obesity, especially for extremely overweight children of obese parents1–4. There is also increasing evidence that obesity has deleterious social, economic and health consequences5–9. Hence, childhood obesity is now recognised as an important public health issue and this has been further heightened by the increasing prevalence of adult obesity in both developed and developing countries10. Consequently, the purpose of this review is to evaluate the existing epidemiological data on the prevalence of overweight and obesity in European youth in relation to secular trends in energy and macronutrient intakes, patterns of physical activity and changes in economic and social variables that may predict childhood obesity.

Defining childhood overweight and obesity
The definition of overweight and obesity in children and adolescents is less standardised than in adults because natural age-related physiological variations in body composition during childhood make it difficult to distinguish between normal and excessive adiposity. For population screening of obesity, anthropometric measures of height, weight and skinfold thicknesses remain the most feasible and practical methods. However, since skinfold thicknesses and body mass index (BMI) vary in both sensitivity and specificity as indicators of obesity, this represents a major impediment in estimating obesity prevalence and consequently, the results of different studies using different diagnostic criteria can rarely be compared directly11,12.

Although skinfold thicknesses provide a direct measure of adipose tissue, they are open to numerous sources
of both random and systematic error which limits their usefulness for large epidemiological studies and for monitoring changes over time15,16. While BMI is now internationally accepted as a reliable and valid measure of adiposity in adults, its application for routine clinical and public health screening of obesity in children and adolescents is more problematic15–17. Firstly, since its relationship to body composition is influenced by various factors such as age, sex, ethnicity and maturational stage18,19, this necessitates age and sex-dependent reference data for BMI20–22. However, until recently, there has been no widely accepted reference population to facilitate meaningful secular or cross-cultural comparisons between large epidemiological data sets for children.

Secondly, there has been no international consensus about which cut-off to use to define obesity in children. The choice of percentile cut-offs can dramatically affect the number of children screened into the obesity category. For example, estimates of the prevalence of overweight for US children from the third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, all based on the same data set, range from 11 to 24% depending on the cut-offs and the population reference used23.

Unlike adults, the evidence to support a classification of childhood obesity based on subsequent morbidity and mortality outcomes is poorly documented and difficult to interpret1. A more pragmatic approach, involving the linking of absolute cut-offs for obesity used in adults, e.g. BMI >25 (overweight) or >30 (obese), with corresponding centiles of BMI in late adolescence, and extrapolating back to childhood has been proposed by the International Obesity Task Force in cooperation with the European Childhood Obesity Group24. This has culminated in the first international consensus definition of paediatric obesity based on a reference population drawn from a number of nationally representative data sets25.

This initiative will provide a major impetus for assessing the size of the problem of paediatric obesity on an international level, and, provided that the reference BMI norms are fixed in time, will permit secular trends to be monitored. Eventually, it should also be possible to interpret BMI in children from both a physiological and a pathological standpoint.

However, a final problem with BMI is that it is an inferred, and therefore potentially insensitive, measure of fatness in children. The increasing prevalence of obesity in children is more closely associated with marked increases in skinfold defined obesity while BMI defined obesity does not show the same time trends26. This may be because the observed increase in body fat has been matched by a corresponding reduction in muscle mass, due to a secular decline in physical activity. Therefore, obesity as defined by BMI could underestimate the scale of the problem unless more sensitive measures of body fatness, such as skinfold thicknesses, are also used to confirm the presence of excess body fat.

**Prevalence of paediatric obesity in Europe**

Childhood obesity is now a well recognised problem in Europe. However, at present, intra- and inter-country comparisons of the prevalence in childhood obesity are almost impossible to estimate because of the plethora of definitions and cut-off criteria which are used to define overweight and obesity. Moreover, the monitoring of secular trends in prevalence is severely hampered by the paucity of longitudinal data sets which mirror the ethnic and socio-economic composition of the population.

Longitudinal data sets on nationally representative cohorts of British children born in 1946 and 1958 have been particularly useful for tracking obesity through childhood into adulthood27,28. Although the prevalence of obesity among 7–9-year-olds born in 1958 was nearly twice that among those born in 1946, the difference between the two cohorts had almost disappeared by 14–16 years suggesting that the factors pre-disposing to obesity may change with time. More recent mixed longitudinal data show that between 1972 and 1994, triceps skinfold thickness had increased by 8% and 7% in English boys and girls respectively and by 10% and 11% in Scottish boys and girls respectively29. Taken together, these data suggest that the prevalence of obesity in British children is continuing to increase in line with the increased prevalence in British adults30.

Unfortunately, the vast majority of prevalence data on paediatric obesity in Europe is cross-sectional in nature and therefore, the development of adiposity in children cannot be tracked and cause-and-effect relationships cannot be established. Moreover, population samples are often small, and even in large samples there is uncertainty about the randomness of the population groups31.

Nevertheless, the available prevalence data, no matter how imperfect, show that paediatric obesity is increasing throughout Europe, but the patterns in prevalence vary with time, age, sex and geographical region. Hence, for example, in the Netherlands weight-for-height indices for children remained stable from the 1950’s to the 1980’s32, but since then there has been an increase in the prevalence of obesity33 in line with that observed in Dutch adults over the same period34. The trend for rates of obesity to show a marked increase from the 1980’s has also been observed in Switzerland35 and in France36. Moreover, the French data showed that the increase in massive obesity was more important than that of moderate obesity.

The overall pattern suggests that prevalence rates in young children are lower than in adolescents. However, recent data from the UK are of particular concern since they demonstrate an excess of overweight (19%) and obesity (7%) in 5-year-olds and highlight the need to initiate effective preventive measures even before children reach school age37. Sex differences in obesity...
prevalence are inconsistent, with some studies, for example in Italy, Finland, and Austria showing the highest prevalence among boys. On the other hand, studies conducted on British, Italian, and Spanish sub-populations demonstrate the opposite trend. Whether these data reflect real differences or are artefacts due to biased sampling and differences in definition is not known.

Perhaps the most obvious trend from cross-sectional data is the considerable geographical variation in the prevalence of paediatric obesity. The highest rates of obesity are observed in eastern European countries and the southern European countries of Italy, Spain and Greece. In contrast, northern European countries, particularly the Nordic countries, tend to have lower rates overall. Even within countries there may be marked variability in rates of obesity. For example, comparable rates have been found in different areas of northern Italy but these are lower than those observed in southern Italy. The reasons for these differences are unclear but suggest that, independent of genetic differences, environmental variables are extremely important predictors of obesity which operate in complex ways, both within-and-between countries.

Clearly the variation in the prevalence of overweight and obesity within-and-between sub-populations confirms the heterogeneous nature of the problem in Europe. While the overall prevalence of obesity is lower than that observed in US youth, nevertheless, there are no grounds for complacency since the rates of obesity in European children look set to increase in the future. In addition to the general increase in adiposity in European youth, there is also evidence of an increasing degree of obesity, particularly in older children and adolescents. This does not bode well since it suggests that the likelihood of obesity persisting from childhood into adulthood will increase into the future.

Whether the trends in adiposity seen in children are a simple consequence of an overall increase in fatness in Europe is not clear. It has been suggested that there may be sub-groups in the population who, at certain ages, are either particularly susceptible to environmental influences, or are selectively exposed to these influences. Obviously, this could have implications for elucidating the causes of obesity as well as for public health strategies for the treatment and prevention of the problem.

**Tracking of childhood obesity**

Although obesity in adulthood is associated with increased morbidity and mortality, the long-term health risks associated with childhood overweight are less clear. However, given the relative intransigence of adult obesity there is now common agreement that efforts should be directed at preventing childhood obesity. In theory, identification and targeting preventive efforts at children who are at greatest risk of future obesity is a sound strategy, but this rests on a number of assumptions regarding the tracking of childhood obesity.

Overall, obesity during infancy is not a strong predictor of obesity in adulthood. However, obese children, and especially obese adolescents, are more likely than their normal weight peers to become obese adults. The predictive outcome for adult obesity is therefore excellent for 18-year-olds who are obese, good for obese 13-year-olds but only moderate for those less than 13 years of age.

Somewhat surprisingly, however, the majority of obese adults were not obese either in childhood or adolescence. It has been estimated that only 20–30% of the variability in BMI at age 33 years is explained by BMI at age 11 or 16 years. Serdula et al. have estimated that less than 50% of adult obesity could be attributed to obesity in childhood. Nevertheless, the fatter the child, the higher the relative risk of becoming a fat adult. The relative risks are also enhanced if one or both parents are obese, and even normal weight children are at a substantially increased risk of becoming obese adults if one or both parents are obese.

The tracking of childhood obesity may also be influenced by the timing of puberty with earlier maturation associated with increased fatness during adulthood. However, Power et al. have demonstrated that while earlier maturation was associated with higher BMI in adulthood, the significance of the association was greatly reduced after adjustment for BMI at 11 and 16 years, suggesting that other important determinants of obesity come into play during adolescence.

Clearly, the earlier childhood obesity can be prevented, the better the likelihood that adult obesity will not occur. However, the existing evidence demonstrates that the prevention of adult obesity cannot rely on the identification and treatment of high risk groups in childhood. Rather they reinforce the arguments in favour of population-focussed approaches to the prevention of obesity.

**Trends in energy intake in European children and adolescents**

At present, it is not clear whether obesity develops because of an excess energy intake (EI) relative to energy expenditure (EE), a reduced EE relative to EI, or most likely, a combination of both. While young children appear quite capable of self-regulating their EI under unsupervised conditions, this regulatory capacity appears to be easily undermined by a variety of factors including the degree of parental control and attitude towards the child’s intake. The pressures on children to eat and the opportunities for them to eat may be greater than ever before. Therefore, an intuitively plausible explanation is that passive overconsumption...
of an increasingly varied and palatable food supply is the major variable that predicts body fatness in children.

However, considerable caution needs to be applied when scrutinising EI data sets as a basis for explaining the origins and development of paediatric obesity. Epidemiological studies of food habits and dietary intake in children and adolescents face a number of measurement difficulties which are more-or-less specific to these age groups. Consequently, validation studies using doubly labelled water estimates of EE to assess the accuracy of EI reporting in children indicate that much EI data are prone to bias. A review of these studies shows that the bias does not operate uniformly across age groups and is influenced by the particular method used. Obese adolescents, in particular, may be prone to under-report their usual food intake by a significant margin. Thus, the possibility remains that relative hyperphagia is an important determinant of obesity in children. At the very least, it diminishes the argument that increased energy efficiency is the cause of their adiposity.

Given the caveats about the integrity of much EI data, an extensive review of European dietary intakes of children and adolescents collected over nearly 30 years has shown that there is a wide range in reported EI (kJ/kg per day) within specific age and gender groupings but no obvious secular trends towards decreased or increased EI. Therefore, it is impossible to conclude if there have been real shifts in EI over time or whether the data reflect unrepresentative study samples and artefacts in dietary survey methodologies.

More recently, attention has focussed on the potential role of the macronutrient composition of the diet in the aetiology of obesity. Limited data suggest that the percentage of total fat energy, independent of total EI and activity level, may contribute to obesity in children. Moreover, there is some evidence that this is not a post-b doc event since children at high risk of obesity, based on parental weight status, had similar total EI but consumed a greater fat energy (%) and lower carbohydrate energy (%) than children at low risk of obesity. On the other hand, longitudinal data have shown that high intakes of protein (%) energy at 2 years can pre-dispose to the development of later obesity via an early adiposity rebound. No other macronutrient was associated with development of adiposity. Nevertheless, parental BMI may yet be a stronger risk factor for childhood obesity than diet composition alone. Given the wide range in the relative proportions of macronutrient energy that have been observed in dietary studies in children, more longitudinal research is clearly required to clarify the contribution of individual dietary components and dietary patterns to childhood obesity.

Despite the wealth of EI data on European children, no definite conclusions can be made about the contribution of food intake to the increasing prevalence of obesity. This dilemma is, at least partially, due to the suspicion that many of these data do not reflect habitual intake. Therefore, in the present state of knowledge, while EI is undoubtedly a variable that predicts adiposity, the magnitude of its impact and its interrelationship with levels of physical activity in the genesis of paediatric obesity remains largely unknown.

**Trends in patterns of physical activity in European children and adolescents**

Concurrent with the increasing availability of energy dense foods, Europe has moved to a more sedentary lifestyle and it has been suggested that obesity in adults is now better correlated with indicators of physical activity than with EI. However, evidence to suggest that current levels of physical activity in children promote overweight is equivocal, methodologically diverse and often cross-sectional in nature. Therefore, any such conclusions must be tentative at best.

Nevertheless, a number of trends in patterns of physical activity of European children and adolescents are evident when the available data sets are compared. Firstly, children’s activity patterns apparently range from very high to very low. Secondly, the overall pattern of physical activity which emerges is consistent and reveals that low levels of activity among children and adolescents are pervasive. Nearly all studies of teenagers indicate that activity levels peak around 13–14 years and then markedly diminish. The largest decrease in physical activity, or best adherence to sedentary activities, seems to occur just before puberty, with a high risk of maintaining this behaviour into adulthood.

Among the reasons cited for habituation to a more sedentary lifestyle during childhood and adolescence are an increase in TV viewing, availability of video and computer games, parental work habits, the increased volume of traffic, parental concern about child abduction and mandatory cut-backs in physical education in schools. Of particular significance for the development of obesity, is the extent to which children spend their leisure time in inactive leisure pursuits such as TV and related pursuits.

Thirdly, boys are normally reported to be more active than girls but this discrepancy may be more apparent than real. While boys may participate more in higher intensity activities, the difference between the sexes is greatly reduced when moderate activity alone is compared.

It appears that the wisdom and validity of the common practice of applying adult activity criteria to children’s activity patterns needs to be challenged because of their doubtful relevance in the context of evaluating the role of physical activity in the aetiology of childhood obesity. The key to understanding the physical activity/weight gain relationship is more likely to be found in the identification of children who are inactive across a range of social settings, including travel to school and opportunities...
to take part in informal and formalised games. Therefore, instead of dichotomising physical activity it should be treated as a multi-dimensional and continuous variable. In this way the prevalence and value of low-to-moderate intensity activity can be assessed. Such activity may not conform to classical activity guidelines, but it may markedly increase the overall energy expenditure of children if sustained for sufficiently long periods.

In conclusion, the current environment tends to discourage physical activity and children seem to be influenced by the same pressures to be inactive as their parents. The extent to which this reduces their EE has not been fully documented. Consequently, at present, there is no compelling evidence that a sedentary lifestyle is the dominant factor in the aetiology of obesity in European youth. Intuitively, when faced with an increasingly varied, palatable and energy rich diet, it must be exceedingly difficult for the inactive child not to become obese. Unless food intake is limited accordingly, it is inevitable that low levels of physical activity will predispose to obesity, if not during childhood or adolescence, then in adulthood.

These issues can only be properly addressed through the initiation of rigorous, detailed and longitudinal studies on large and representative samples of children using the same valid and precise instruments, a uniform protocol and where appropriate criteria are selected for assessing physical activity as a multi-dimensional and continuous variable. Only then will it be possible to state with confidence that more young people are inactive than active and that their levels of physical activity are a potent risk factor for obesity.

Social factors

The relationship between social factors and childhood obesity remains equivocal and poorly understood. Physical factors (for example, region, season and population density), and social factors (for example, ethnicity, family size, excessive television viewing, short sleep duration and rearing conditions), have all been associated with adiposity in children and risk of overweight in young adulthood. The role of socioeconomic status has probably been studied the most extensively, but the associations with childhood obesity are inconsistent. However, data from the 1946 British birth cohort show that low socioeconomic background in childhood and a high relative weight at age 14 years are associated with higher mean BMI throughout adult life. Moreover, this is only partially confounded by educational attainment and by adult socioeconomic status, suggesting a long-term impact of biological and behavioural processes on BMI.

In eastern Europe major political changes in the former communist countries have brought about important changes in the social, economic and cultural environments of their inhabitants. In the past, the absence of social differences in the growth of children may have been due to the equalisation of living standards between social groups, suggesting that the health and nutritional status of children from different social strata were compatible. However, economic and social changes currently taking place such as a decrease in birth rates, increase in the number of one-parent families, changes in child rearing practices, increased unemployment, as well as the more obvious lifestyle changes in dietary and activity patterns are, even now, contributing to the increasing prevalence of childhood obesity.

It appears that very few aspects of the social environment are consistently associated with adiposity in children. The most highly significant associations have been with parental BMI and to a lesser extent, children’s birth weight. Although the familial aggregation of obesity has a genetic component, it appears that aspects of modern lifestyles now represent the dominant factors which help to account for the observed increase in obesity prevalence over the last several decades. These include decreasing levels of physical activity, child rearing practices, parental attitudes towards diet and physical activity, none of which is easily quantified in population studies. The protective effect of sibling size has yet to be fully explained and at present there is no indication whether larger family size confers permanent protective effects against obesity. The observation that children whose mothers work outside the home and children from one-parent families tend to be at greater risk of obesity are potentially important factors which help to define risk of obesity.

In conclusion, various social factors are clearly linked to childhood obesity but it is highly unlikely that these interact in similar ways in the genesis of obesity in different individuals and population groups. The heterogeneity of socioeconomic conditions throughout Europe and the diversity of factors which underscore them serves to emphasise that continued surveillance of their impact, both positive and negative, on growth and development in European children, now and in the future, is more pertinent than ever.

Conclusion

Obesity is now a major public health problem in Europe. However, the size of the problem in the paediatric population is obscured by methodological problems of definition and a paucity of repeat cross-sectional and longitudinal data that mirror the economic and social organisation and cultural values of the European population. These data are essential in order to monitor trends in prevalence and to determine what is realistically achievable through public health initiatives. Future research should aim to better understand the causes of the observed differences in prevalence across Europe. At a
population level this will mean focussing not just on the mechanisms of energy intake and physical activity but also on an evaluation of the environmental forces which, directly or indirectly, are conducive to high levels of overweight and obesity.

Finally, the increasing prevalence of childhood obesity and the relative intransigence of established obesity in adulthood provide convincing evidence that the most effective way to approach the problem is to prevent it in the first place. However, our present limited understanding of variation in susceptibility to obesity is powerful justification for the development of preventive strategies which are population based rather than selectively targeted at high risk children.
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